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may spit on the candidate's hands and forehead. Accord-
ing to Baldensperger,, writing of the peasants, with the
Refa'fyeh the sheikh spits in the candidate's mouth several
times, in order that he may be poison-proof. The candidate
also swallows a piece of sugar which he has taken from the
mouth of the sheikh.1 In the sheikh's blessing occur the
words: "In the name of the founder you have permission
to heal and to cure from bites of serpents." Power to enter
the fire without burning and to drink poison without harm
may also be assured.3 Sometimes incense is burned. The
sheikh invests the candidate with the cap of the order and,
most important of all, gives him the right hand of fellowship.
In some cases the initiate is then beaten with swords and
struck on the head, to the accompaniments of rude cries
and shouts of "Allah!" "Allah!" To accredit him with
the masses the new dervish receives a sanad, a certificate
from the sheikh for which he pays a fee ranging from twelve
cents to five dollars.3 To seal the reception a lamb or goat
may be killed and partaken of by the dervishes of the neigh-
borhood. The mass of dervishes do not arise beyond the
first degree. The second degree is that of naqtb', or na'yib
(literally, representative of the sheikh), whose function in
some orders is to have charge of the standard and musical
instruments: the drums, large and small, and the cymbals.
The highest degree is that of sheikh, or khalffy, who has
the power of "passing on the way," or admitting to the
order by initiation. He is invested with his turban, the
sign of the highest degree, by the khaltfy in charge of the pro-
ceedings.
Some of the rules governing initiation and investiture are
curious. A man may become khaltfy of four orders, but
it is required that he receive each "way" from a different
1	Examples are given in the next section of the supposed healing
qualities of the naliva of holy men.
2	Compare Mark 15:17 and 18.   The ordinary Mowlawlyeh dervishes
do not receive especial authority at initiation for performing miracles,
but a dervish who pohscssch npiritual qualification*! and has acquired
personal merit may exercise the function by permiswion of his khaltfy,
a But see note 2 on p. 251.

